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RED LINES EVALUATION
This was a concern originally brought up by Ross some time ago. And I
recently suggested shortening a visitor space to a "compact only"
space. There is also an issue brought up by a resident about
insufficient red-lining for the garages around 42-44.

Is a complete overhaul necessary? Or just address knowN problems? The
idea is the submit a line-painting proposal that can be done at one
time.

ADDING ADDITIONAL PARKING SPACES?
We'd presented a proposal to the board some time ago, but they have
forgotten about it under the pressure of all the other issues going
on. Revisit this proposal and decide if it is still necessary and / or
needs modification.
 
Should we take a poll of owners in the meadow area as to whether
they want extra parking?
 
REPEAT OFFENDER ISSUES
What are some options for alleviating time-consuming monitoring?
 
NON-COMMUNICATIVE UNITS
Should we take any action on units that refuse to provide vehicle info?
 
TRAFFIC FLOW ISSUES
Has the mirror at the southern letter station been installed? Is it effectively placed? Are 
more of these needed? Are other traffic flow measures needed? Speed bumps, signs, etc?

PROCEDURAL ISSUES
NEW EMAIL CLIENT
You will notice that FatCow has switched email clients on us. It works
differently than the previous one, so going over how this works will
be helpful.

NEW EMAIL CLIENT
You will notice that FatCow has switched email clients on us. It works
differently than the previous one, so going over how this works will
be helpful.

MINUTES
We'll need to take minutes and post them on the bulletin board as well
as keep an electronic version online. We may also want an expanded
parking page, or a second page, that lists current projects the
parking committee is working on, and sending out the minutes in an
email blast.

NEW COMMITTEE MEMBER ORIENTATION
David Green has asked to join the committee. Parking issues are
somewhat complicated and we should be prepared to spend some time

explaining the history and operating procedures to him.


